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Internationally-acclaimed art photographer and
multidisciplinary artist, David Drebin is renowned as a
storyteller par excellence. Whether elusive shots of
glamorous and mysterious women or ethereal city or
landscapes, his photographs and other art forms are
bestowed with a unique combination of voyeurism, surrealism
and intrigue. His celebrated collection of stunning monograph
coffee table books including The Morning After, Beautiful
Disasters, Chasing Paradise and Dreamscapes, have made
him a worldwide favorite of young and established art patrons
alike. Now, the New York-based artist takes on the next
chapter in his narrative-led art with his works in neon. In
gleaming reds, blues, yellows and purples, these dazzling
installations reveal the secret thoughts of the models and
femme fataleswho inhabit some of his most iconic
photographs. At turns cynical , witty, eloquent, sexy, and
wistful, each piece uses colour, light, and disarming intimacy
to maximum effect. This luxurious collector's edition coffee
table book of Drebin's neon works is the fifth in his series of
books with teNeues and features an eye-catching lenticular
cover as well as three unexpected gatefolds. With a foreword
from global art expert Magnus Resch, it is a comprehensive
review of his continued storytelling now via neon light
installations, in which the tension, passion, and drama that
characterizes Drebin's work acquires a turbo-charge of
fluorescence. AUTHOR: David Drebin, graduate of Parsons
School of Design, is celebrated for creating spectacular shots
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of dazzling subjects. His career began in commercial
photography and then he quickly made a name for himself
advancing into the world of contemporary fine art. Over the
years, his filmic signature style has evolved into other art
forms, including neon light installations, lightboxes, etching on
crystal starphire glass, and the revolutionary "photo sculpture"
in which he transforms his iconic muses and femme fatales
into breathtaking, high-definition 3-D art masterpieces.
SELLING POINTS: * A luxurious collector's edition volume of
David Drebin's neon light installation works. * Complements
his iconic series of breathtaking coffee table books which
include The Morning After (2010), Beautiful Disasters (2012),
Chasing Paradise (2015) and Dreamscapes (2016) to reveal
the secret thoughts of Drebin's muses and femmes fatales. *
Features a dramatic velvet fabric and lenticular cover, three
surprise gatefolds, and a foreword by global art authority
Magnus Resch. 49 colour photographs
An inspiration for all adventurous travelers An illustrated book
showing Land Rover off-road models in all their impressive
action Stunning landscape photography from Namibia,
Scotland, Guatemala, Argentina, and beyond
The advertising art community's premiere showcase of print
ads from around the world.
The Range Rover's designers intended it to be a more
comfortable and road-friendly passenger-carrying Land
Rover, but customers quickly saw something much more in it.
During the 1970s, while its immense practicality and
capability were appreciated and acknowledged, a Range
Rover became a sought-after and prestigious possession. It
went on to change the face of Land Rover for ever. Range
Rover First Generation - The Complete Story delves into the
real story of the Range Rover, examining what lay behind the
multiple changes in its twenty-six years of production. The
book covers the full development story; custom and utility
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conversions; Range Rovers for the US market; full technical
specifications and Range Rovers assembled overseas. If ever
a car deserved the over-used epithet 'iconic', the firstgeneration Range Rover is it. The book provides an insight
into the little-known difficulties and problems that were so well
concealed by the Range Rover's makers and is a must read
for all Range Rover and Land Rover enthusiasts. Superbly
illustrated with 223 colour and 97 black & white photographs.
The Land Rover Story is a roller coaster ride through the life
and times of Land Rover. Fast-paced and entertaining, it
brings alive all aspects of Land Rover from its humble
beginnings in 1948 to today’s world-wide renown, with the
vehicles — successes and failures — and people at the centre
of the story. The 1940s. How the Land Rover came about; the
Wilks brothers; the Centre Steer enigma; development and
production; launch and reaction. The 1950s. Rapid
development and evolution of the original; successes and
dead ends; worldwide reach; early expeditions; weird and
wonderful modifications; the Series II. The 1960s.
Consolidation and further developments; Series IIA; military
models; initial development of the Range Rover; search for a
V8 engine. The 1970s. The Series III; Range Rover’s
popularity but lack of investment; Land Rover abandons US
market; the British Leyland story; escape from BL and
Michael Edwardes, saviour of Land Rover. The 1980s. British
Aerospace ownership; Land Rover grows as most of Britain’s
car industry self-destructs; emergence of the coil-sprung
models; make or break time with launch of Discovery
(Europe’s best-selling 4x4). The 1990s. Tdi engines;
Defender and its development. BMW ownership; secondgeneration Range Rover P38; Freelander; second-generation
Discovery; Td5 engine. The 2000s. Ford takeover, alliance
with Jaguar, shift towards luxury; third-generation Range
Rover L322; the G4 Challenge; Discovery 3, Range Rover
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Sport, TDCi Defender, Freelander 2, Discovery 4. The 2010s.
Tata takeover, upsurge in sales and profits; Range Rover
Evoque and Victoria Beckham; Range Rover 4; Range Rover
Sport 2; Discovery Sport; Discovery 5; Range Rover Velar;
DC100 concept; end of Defender production; rise of Defender
as a fashion icon; and much more.
Buying a Range Rover, Land Rover Discovery or Defender
can be just the start of a wonderful adventure. This book
describes the options available to the owner, from big wheels
and suspension lifts, under-body protection and tuning ideas,
right up to how to convert the car into a high speed racer or
an international expedition vehicle. with clear, jargon-free
instructions, advice on events like family weekend greenlaning, international expeditions and full-on competition,
accompanied by colour photographs throughout, this is the
definitive guide to getting the most from these exciting
vehicles.
Land Rover, the world's most successful off-road marque,
was introduced in 1948 for the toughest of conditions. Today,
the family includes the sophisticated Range Rover, Discovery
and Freelander, as well as the rugged Defender.
Authoritatively written and illustrated with specially
commissioned color photographs, this company history
examines Land Rover's thriving enthusiast movement,
military applications and the Camel Trophy -- the world's
toughest off-road adventure.

After the Second World War many American military
vehicles become surplus stock and soon found their way
into the hands of farmers and land owners across Great
Britain. The subsequent heavy use and the real
possibility of difficulties obtaining spares led Maurice
Wilks, the Rover Car Company Chief Engineer, to design
and build a replacement. Not only would the new Land
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Rover fill a gap in Rover’s portfolio, but also bring in
much needed post-war money. Intended as a stop gap,
the Land Rover would cease production almost 68 years
later, after a production run that had produced over two
million vehicles. During that time it would transform how
the military saw and used motor transport. From
utilitarian General Service truck to cutting-edge
weapon’s platform the Land Rover would prove its worth
time and again. This latest LandCraft title looks at the
design and development of the Land Rover as well as
the military specific variants designed and built, including
the famous SAS Pink Panther, the nimble Light Weight
and powerful Forward Control gun tractor. The title will
also look at those key conversions that took place on
standard Land Rovers throughout the duration of its life
span. From the humble beings of the box like Series 1 to
the formidable firepower and pace of the WOLF WMIK,
the Land Rover was a constantly improved military
vehicle. Through numerous trials, lessons learned and
operational requirements the Land Rover was a vehicle
that grew with the times. This LandCraft title removes
some of the mystique that surrounds the myriad versions
and how the Land Rover developed. It also includes the
story of the design and development of the exclusively
military Light Weight and Forward Control versions. It
also charts how the Land Rover became a virtual
barometer for the technological and engineering
developments that have occurred over the past 70 years.
It demonstrates how the Land Rover’s flexibility to
change was its core strength. How the innovation of
Rover and military mechanical engineers created a
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series of unbeatable military trucks. This section also
looks at the smaller, important developments and
variations in design which showed how adaptable the
Land Rover really was. From specialist signals line
layers to first responder fire and rescue vehicles, to the
unit- and theater-led changes, the Land Rover was a
vehicle that took all in its stride, proving its versatility. For
the modeler there is nothing more important than the
little things and this image-rich section of LandCraft’s
Land Rover title delivers the goods. Filled with crisp
images, that chart the Land Rovers development,
combined with detailed accompanying text, forms an
enviable visual guide for the enthusiast and modeller
alike.
A guide to sights, activities, restaurants, and
accommodations in different areas of the Blue Ridge and
Smoky Mountains, with maps and photographs.
When the Range Rover Sport was launched in 2005, it
was aimed at a new group of customers who in many
cases would never have considered a Land Rover
product before. These customers wanted and could
afford a luxurious vehicle that was expensive to run; but
they also wanted a very personalized vehicle that did not
have the rather grand and conservative connotations of
the full-size Range Rover. Brasher and more glamorous
than its older sibling, the Sport was soon adopted by
celebrities and others who expected to be noticed.
Range Rover Sport - The Complete Story is the first
book devoted specifically to the first-generation Range
Rover Sport. It tells the story behind the development
and launch of the vehicle; it explains the market reaction,
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including contemporary press reviews; provides details
of each model with technical specification tables and
colour and trip options; lists production figures and VIN
identification and dating; details prices and sales figures
for the UK, USA and Canada and finally, includes a
useful chapter on buying and owning.
Moon Travel Guides: Find Your Adventure! The soulful
twang of bluegrass, miles of untouched wilderness, and
warm and welcoming locals: journey through the storied
heart of Appalachia with Moon Blue Ridge & Smoky
Mountains. What you'll find in Moon Blue Ridge & Smoky
Mountains: Full coverage of the Blue Ridge and Smoky
Mountains regions of North Carolina and Tennessee,
including Great Smoky Mountains National Park Fullcolor photos and detailed maps throughout Strategic
itineraries for every budget and timeline, from a weekend
getaway to a week-long road trip Curated trip advice for
outdoor adventurers, history buffs, culture mavens,
wildlife enthusiasts, and more Must-see attractions and
off-beat ideas for making the most of your trip: Hike past
waterfalls to rocky bluffs overlooking the misty mountain
range, or go for a refreshing dip in the river. Zip-line
through wild forests, spot eagles, elk, and bear cubs, or
try your hand at fly-fishing. Ride the coasters at
Dollywood, gain insight into Native American history in
Cherokee, and explore Asheville's wealth of live music
and culinary creativity. Find the best spots for classic
southern barbecue, sip a little moonshine, and listen to a
bluegrass band as the sun sets and the fireflies come out
for a sparkling evening show Suggestions for a Blue
Ridge Parkway road trip, including the best scenic stops
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organized by milepost Honest advice from Appalachia
native and North Carolina local Jason Frye on when to
go, what to pack, and where to stay, from charming
B&Bs to secluded cabins and campgrounds Detailed
hike descriptions with individual trail maps listing
duration, elevation change, and effort Recommendations
for families, LGBTQ+ travelers, international visitors, and
travelers with disabilities Thorough background on the
wildlife, terrain, culture, and history With Moon's local
insight, myriad activities, and expert advice on
experiencing the best of the Blue Ridge and Smoky
Mountains, you can plan your trip your way. Full list of
coverage: North Carolina High Country, Asheville,
Southern Blue Ridge and Foothills, Cherokee and
Maggie Valley, Great Smoky Mountains National Park,
Knoxville and the Tennessee Foothills Focusing your
time in the park? Try Moon Great Smoky Mountains
National Park. For more southern city charm, try Moon
Charleston & Savannah. For full coverage of America's
national parks, check out Moon USA National Parks: The
Complete Guide to All 59 National Parks.
* Right Beyond the Horizon tells the gripping tale of
Christopher's latest voyage between 2012 and 2016: a
motorcycle adventure from Germany to Australia * This
time, he's taken a right beyond the horizon... What if the
journey of a lifetime becomes a lifelong journey? When
people say "life's a journey," some take this aphorism
more literally than others. Christopher Many embarked
on an overland trip in 1997, believing he'd spend no
more than a year or two on the road. Well, that didn't
quite work out as planned; 19 years have passed, and
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he is still somewhere out there, doing what he loves
most: circumnavigating the globe with vehicles of
questionable reliability in a quest to understand, through
first-hand experience, what makes humanity "tick". Right
Beyond the Horizon tells the gripping tale of
Christopher's latest voyage between 2012 and 2016: a
motorcycle adventure from Germany to Australia,
together with his partner Laura Pattara. Their modernday odyssey follows the ancient Silk Road from Europe
to Central Asia, then across the Pamir Mountains into
China, where Christopher and Laura become the first
overlanders with a foreign vehicle to obtain legal
permission to transit the Middle Kingdom unescorted.
Four years later they reach the harbor of Denpasar on
the Indonesian island of Bali the gateway to Australia
and terminus of the classic trans-Asia overland route.
Come along for an exhilarating ride around the global
block with this unusual vagabond and witness all the joys
and hardships such a lifestyle entails every day will be
full of surprises and utterly unpredictable! However, you
should also be warned: some roads detour into the
shadows where the scales of global justice are
imbalanced and humanity's failings are all too evident.
There's also a major risk that, after the last page, you'll
feel inspired to pack your rucksack, free yourself from
modern society's constraints and head off into the sunset
indefinitely. You wouldn t be the first...
A Robb Report Best Coffee Table Book to Gift in 2020 A
Sports Car News and InsideHook Best Coffee Table
Book for Car Lovers Celebrate That Special Bond
Between Men and Cars, and the Stories That Connect
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Them Discover actor and director Ed Burns talking about
his 1969 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme, a model he’d
been dreaming about since his days pumping gas. NBA
legend Shaquille O’Neal, whose favorite cars are
trucks—he loves the wow factor of an International CV
Series 6.6. Or Jay Leno on his 1955 Buick Roadmaster,
big enough for him to sleep in while trying to make it as a
comic. Filled with stunning photographs of the whole
cars and of the exquisite details that make car lovers’
hearts beat just a little faster, as well as more than 80
personal stories, it’s a joy for every reader who knows
that a car is never just a car.
The BUG travel guidebook series focuses solely on the
needs of the backpacking traveller and books in this
series will be comprehensively updated with a new
edition released every other year. Budget travel is what
we're all about. No flash hotels and fancy banquets - just
the most comprehensive information on backpackers'
hostels and enjoying your trip without blowing the
budget. BUG's books are smaller than other guides so
travellers can bring along a book that is a useful
resource rather than a burden. Despite being more
compact, BUG travel guides are packed full of useful
information. BUG travel guides feature BUG's exclusive
star rating system, which makes it easy to find a great
backpackers' hostel at a glance. Hostels have four
different five-star ratings for different aspects of the
hostel, plus an overall rating.
Hit the Road with Moon Travel Guides! The Blue Ridge
Parkway connects the green valleys of Shenandoah
National Park to the Great Smoky Mountains. Drive
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America's most scenic highway with Moon Blue Ridge
Parkway Road Trip. Inside you'll find: Maps and Driving
Tools: 29 easy-to-use maps keep you oriented on and off
the highway, along with site-to-site mileage, driving
times, and detailed directions for the entire route Eat,
Sleep, Stop and Explore: Listen to live bluegrass with a
glass of local moonshine, drive past fields brimming with
fireflies, and wander through American history. You'll
know exactly what you want to do at each stop with lists
of the best hikes, views, and more Itineraries for Every
Traveler: Drive the entire two-week route or follow
strategic itineraries like "Music of the Blue Ridge,"
including suggestions for spending time in in Washington
DC, Front Royal, Waynesboro, Roanoke, Galax,
Asheville, Cherokee, and Knoxville Local Expert: North
Carolinian and mountaineer Jason Frye shares his love
of the Great Smoky Mountains (and where to find the
best barbecue!) Planning Your Trip: Know when and
where to get gas, how to avoid traffic, tips for driving in
different road and weather conditions, and suggestions
for LGBTQ travelers, seniors, and road trippers with kids
With Moon Blue Ridge Parkway Road Trip's practical
tips, detailed itineraries, and local insight, you're ready to
fill up the tank and hit the road. Looking to explore more
of America on wheels? Try Moon Nashville to New
Orleans Road Trip! Doing more than driving through?
Check out Moon Blue Ridge & Smoky Mountains or
Moon North Carolina.
Based on real-life experience and written by expert authors,
the books in the Maintenance and Upgrades Manual series
from Crowood will help owners develop the workshop skills
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needed for the maintenance and repair of their cars, and give
guidance on possibilities for improvements and upgrades to
performance. With step-by-step instructions and safety
information throughout, this book is a valuable technical
resource for owners of Series II, IIA and III Land Rovers. The
book covers: choosing and buying a Series II or III Land
Rover; maintenance and service procedures; detailed guides
for repair and maintenance of each of the car's systems,
including brakes, steering and suspension, engine, clutch and
transmission, axles, hubs and propshafts, and electrical
systems; repairing and preventing corrosion; upgrades for
reliability, comfort, performance and off-roading; rebuilding a
Series II or III Land Rover: things to know before you take on
a project car. This practical guide and technical resource for
all Series II, IIA and III owners and Land Rover enthusiasts is
fully illustrated with over 280 colour photographs.
Lonely Planet's Oman, UAE & the Arabian Peninsula is your
most up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what
hidden discoveries await you. Feel the desert's allure in
Sharqiya Sands, dine at the top of the world's tallest building,
and see the masterpieces of the Museum of Islamic Art -all
with your trusted travel companion.
The second generation Range Rover was arguably Land
Rover's first model designed as a luxury vehicle. It was a
major leap for the company, but a very successful one as
well. Despite controversy over its looks, and some initial
teething problems, it became a worthy successor to the muchloved original. Range Rover Second Generation The
Complete Story draws on the memories of designers and
engineers as well as on a wide variety of factory sources to
provide the most authoritative history of the mode yet. The
book covers the full development history; the changes during
eight years of production; Range Rovers for the North
American market; full technical specifications and finally
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Range Rovers and the emergency services.A companion
volume to the author's Range Rover First Generation - The
Complete Story (Crowood 2018).
Time is limited. Attention is scarce. Are you engaging your
customers? Apple Stores, Disney, LEGO, Starbucks. Do
these names conjure up images of mere goods and services,
or do they evoke something more--something visceral?
Welcome to the Experience Economy, where businesses
must form unique connections in order to secure their
customers' affections--and ensure their own economic vitality.
This seminal book on experience innovation by Joe Pine and
Jim Gilmore explores how savvy companies excel by offering
compelling experiences for their customers, resulting not only
in increased customer allegiance but also in a more profitable
bottom line. Translated into thirteen languages, The
Experience Economy has become a must-read for leaders of
enterprises large and small, for-profit and nonprofit, global
and local. Now with a brand-new preface, Pine and Gilmore
make an even stronger case for experiences as the critical
link between a company and its customers in an increasingly
distractible and time-starved world. Filled with detailed
examples and actionable advice, The Experience Economy
helps companies create personal, dramatic, and even
transformative experiences, offering the script from which
managers can generate value in ways aligned with a strong
customer-centric strategy.
A landmark new history from design journalist Nick Hull, Land
Rover Design – 70 years of Success offers a detailed insight
to the company's design story, from the early days of Land
Rover in Solihull to the latest generation of the Range Rover
Velar in 2018. The Land Rover was born from a desperate
need by the Rover Company to develop a stop-gap model to
provide cashflow in the post-war years. The original aim of a
simple 4x4 agricultural tool soon developed into a multiPage 13/27
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purpose vehicle that became the mainstay of the British Army
and produced numerous offshoots for the emergency
services, police, forestry and aid agencies worldwide. This
book details the personalities involved in the various projects
since the late 1940s up to today: the designers, modellers
and studio engineers. It charts the development of Land
Rover and Range Rover projects in the UK, particularly those
designed in the Gaydon studio that opened in 1996, and is
still a key part of JLR’s design resource. From the early days
of chalk drawings and wooden models to today’s digital
renderings and milled clays for the latest Range Rover
Evoque, Land Rover’s designers and technicians have never
been short of creativity. This book tells their story, in their own
words, and is a fitting tribute to the spirit and ethos of Land
Rover design and engineering.
A quarter of a century ago, the Land Rover Discovery defined
at a stroke how traditional 4 x 4 all-terrain ability could coexist with family-estate practicality at an affordable price.
Since 1989, the Discovery has gone through several
iterations, but its essential qualities have remained
unchanged. Practical, capable, and above all completely
distinctive - the stepped roof seemed odd at first but now
defines the Discovery shape - the Discovery has gone on to
become one of Land Rover's best-loved products. Land
Rover Discovery - 25 Years of the Family 4 x 4 looks in detail
at the four generations of Discovery, including full
specification details and production histories. Topics covered
include the design and development of the original Discovery
in the late 1980s, and the move into North America; the new
300Tdi engine and R380 gearbox of 1994, and the BMW
takeover; Series II models of 1998-2004, and Land Rover's
move from BMW to Ford; Discovery 3/'LR3' - 2004-2009, and
the new TDV6 engine, developed by Jaguar; Discovery
4/'LR4' - the all-purpose family luxury car; special editions and
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derivatives of all four generations of Discovery, including
Discoverys for the emergency services and the Camel Trophy
and G4 Challenge competition vehicles. Superbly illustrated
with 351 colour photographs.
This massive monograph on seminal designer Alexander
Girard covers virtually every aspect of his distinctive career.
One of the most prolific mid-20th century designers, Girard's
work spanned many disciplines, including textile design,
graphic design, typography, illustration, furniture design,
interior design, product design, exhibit design, and
architecture. Exhaustively researched and lovingly assembled
by designer Todd Oldham, this tome is the definitive musthave book on Girard's oeuvre.Many of the designs featured
here have never before been published. Oldham carefully
went through the entire Girard archive to uncover many
treasures as well as all of the most recognizable works by
Girard. Girard is well known for his bold, colorful, and iconic
textile designs for Herman Miller (1952-1975), which are
extensively featured. These were often featured in
conjunction with furniture designs by his contemporaries:
Charles and Ray Eames, and George Nelson. His designs for
La Fonda del Sol restaurant (1960) are an experiment with
typography as a communication tool and large-scale
environmental graphic. Textiles and Objects (1961) was a
very influential New York store sponsored by Herman Miller
that featured Girard's designs inspired by his travels and folk
art collection. The Girard Foundation (1962) houses his own
personal and extensive collection of folk art, textiles, toys,
and objects from around the world. His complete
environmental design for Braniff International Airways (1965)
gave him the opportunity to work at all scales with color,
graphics, textiles, and furniture design. He designed every
aspect of the project himself, from the minute-sized sugar
packets and the ticket counters to the graphic colors of the
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planes themselves. Alexander Girard's playful yet
sophisticated designs continue to inspire new generations of
artists and designers. The breadth and scope of his work is
truly remarkable. This highly anticipated tome is the first
major retrospective of this very accomplished and prolific
designer, and has been painstakingly edited by renowned
New York-based designer Todd Oldham.
The Land Rover has become an icon across the world, famed
for its classic design, its practicality and its longevity. In this
revised edition of his acclaimed book, first issued as Land
Rover - 60 Years of the 4 x 4 Workhouse, James Taylor
charts sixty-five years of Land Rover development in
comprehensive detail, bringing the story right up to date with
the latest Defender variants. Contents include: Prototypes
and development vehicles; Standard production models; The
special editions; Land Rovers built outside the UK; Special
conversions; Military variants; The Land Rovers that never
were. The first book to look at the story of the Land Rover's
gradual evolution. Comprehensively researched, extensively
illustrated and accessibly presented, this will be an
indispensable read for all those who have an interest in the
legend that is Land Rover. Superbly illustrated with 476
colour photographs. James Taylor's major specialization is
the Rover company and its descendants, and he is widely
acknowledged as the pre-eminent historian of the Land
Rover.
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This study, commissioned by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),
examines the role of robotic exploration missions in
assessing the risks to the first human missions to
Mars. Only those hazards arising from exposure to
environmental, chemical, and biological agents on
the planet are assessed. To ensure that it was
including all previously identified hazards in its study,
the Committee on Precursor Measurements
Necessary to Support Human Operations on the
Surface of Mars referred to the most recent report
from NASA's Mars Exploration Program/ Payload
Analysis Group (MEPAG) (Greeley, 2001). The
committee concluded that the requirements identified
in the present NRC report are indeed the only ones
essential for NASA to pursue in order to mitigate
potential hazards to the first human missions to
Mars.
Retaining brand relevance is fundamental to
organizational success, and an increasing challenge
that high-level marketing professionals now face. In
the past, many have responded with product or pricebased competition, yet this can only propel a brand
so far when it comes to retaining long-term
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relevance. Research shows that consumers are in
fact driven by emotion and positive brand
experiences have the power to drive engagement,
while simultaneously offering countless options for
competitive differentiation. Building Brand
Experiences enables managers and executives to
realize this and create tailored, relevant experiences
that will appeal to consumers and drive brand
performance. Practically structured around The
Brand Experience Blueprint, Building Brand
Experiences provides a step-by-step guide to the
process of building effective brand experiences
based on tried-and-tested tools, templates and
informed research. Combining expert insight and
real-world examples in an anecdotal and digestible
way, Building Brand Experiences is the essential
guide to crafting relevant experiences that
consumers will love, to improve brand engagement
and drive results.
Jewels in the Crown, winner of the 2013 Montagu
Trophy by the Guild of Motoring Writers, provides an
analysis of Tata’s acquisition of Jaguar and Land
Rover in 2008, and subsequent transformation of
their fortunes, written by an award-winning motoring
writer. Ray Hutton goes behind the scenes to
examine how Tata have not only returned the
business to profit, but also transformed the public
image of these long-established British brands. At
the time of the takeover, both brands (once the
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crown jewels of the British motor industry) had been
tarnished by a patchy reputation for quality and
reliability. Tata bought a new approach to the
business, with fast decision-making and a solid,
sustainable, long-term strategy. Factory efficiency
was improved and a major export drive accompanied
by a succession of carefully-positioned new models,
from the Jaguar XJ Saloon and F-Type sports car to
the Evoque and the new, lighter but more luxurious
Range Rover flagship. The result was a remarkable
change of fortunes. This book shows how it was
done.
An introduction to off-road driving in four wheel drive
vehicles
The traditional utility Land Rover remains as much
an enthusiast’s choice as ever now that its
production has been ended. Between 1948 and
2016, there was a far greater variety of models
produced – an astonishing 300-plus – than even the
most ardent enthusiasts recognise, and this
comprehensive and highly illustrated book is a guide
to all of them – both those built in Britain and those
built (often with unique features) overseas. Laid out
with an easy-to-follow catalogue format, The
Complete Catalogue of the Land Rover offers
masses of detail on both production variants and
also on many that never went beyond the prototype
stage, as well as on the multiple special editions that
were sold around the world in more recent years.
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200,000 kilometres in 3,000 days across five
continents. Or in other words, just 66 kilometres a
day on average which is quite enough for a 30-yearold Land Rover. Amidst the Scottish Highlands,
battered by the elements, stands a neglected Land
Rover. It does not seem to be the ideal vehicle for a
trip around the world, but Christopher Many believes
otherwise. He has the dream of embarking on a tour
de force to the frozen wastelands of Siberia, North
and South America, and across the continent of
Africa equipped with little more than a passport,
credit card and full tank of petrol. His goal? To
explore strange new worlds and boldly go where no
Land Rover has gone before. Intelligently and with
perseverance, Christopher scours the globe from
Mongolia to Somaliland to find out what makes the
earth tick . Soon enough the adventure turns into a
sprawling n-dimensional tapestry of philosophical
conundrums, rollercoaster emotions and first-hand
observations in 100 countries. When he pulls on a
few loose threads, a Pandora s box of information is
released, often at odds with conventional Western
views. Christopher returns eight years later
exhausted, snake-bitten and malaria-infected but
with a few prized cogwheels in his knapsack, a
greater understanding of the world we live in, and
with the love of his life. Equal parts sophisticated
lexicon on global affairs and darkly witty travel
chronicle, his book presents a vivid picture of the
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adventures, agonies and joys of world travel, and
asks some very uncomfortable questions truly going
where few have gone before . Take a ride in Matilda
s passenger seat next to this vagabonding
philosopher, provided you are not in a rush ..."
Experiential marketing - or memorable customer
experiences - is proving a popular tool amongst
businesses seeking to make an impact in a
competitive world. Yet the scramble to achieve a
presence among experience providers has led many
companies to design and implement experiential
marketing without integrating it with their overall
marketing strategy. These companies often end up
dissatisfying their customers rather than delighting
them. This research anthology investigates different
angles of experiential marketing. The 16 chapters
are organised in six sections. The first section
considers whether memorable customer experiences
result from the use of traditional marketing practices,
perhaps implemented more effectively than
previously, or require entirely new practices with new
foundations that turn companies into experience
providers. Section two details ways businesses seek
to build brands through putting experiential
marketing into practice, while section three asks
whether there are general principles that can be
applied to the design of customer experiences which
ensure successful outcomes whatever market you
may operate in. Section four examines how
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companies manage their customer experiences once
they have made the strategic decision to provide
them, and section five looks at methods available to
evaluate the success of these customer
experiences. 'Experiential marketing changes
everything!' claim the management gurus, but is it
really so significant that not joining this race is
dangerous? The last section of the book offers a
much needed critique of experiential marketing.
Working in the Wild: Land Rover's Manual for Africa
is designed to equip Land Rover users with the
practical know-how it takes to make the most of the
vehicle's capacity for hard work in hostile
conditions.The aim of the authors has been to
produce a no-nonsense guide which can be used by
virtually anyone to keep a Land Rover running to
maximum efficiency and effect almost anywhere on
Earth. It is based upon the in-depth operating
experience of Land Rover engineers and users
throughout the world over many years.The book
looks at every stage of the working life of a Land
Rover - the selection and purchasing of the right kind
of Land Rover - how to drive it to maximum effect how to look after it away from conventional
workshops - how to avoid problems - how to
overcome unavoidable difficulties - and much more.It
has been welcomed by international agencies and
specialists who themselves have faced the
conditions and situations for which it offers advice.
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The #1 New York Times bestseller that has all
America talking: as seen/heard on CNN's Fareed
Zakaria GPS, Morning Joe, CBS This Morning, The
Bill Simmons Podcast, Rich Roll, and more.
"Fascinating. . . . If you're a generalist who has ever
felt overshadowed by your specialist colleagues, this
book is for you." --Bill Gates "The most important
business--and parenting--book of the year." --Forbes
"Urgent and important. . . an essential read for
bosses, parents, coaches, and anyone who cares
about improving performance." --Daniel H. Pink
Shortlisted for the Financial Times/McKinsey
Business Book of the Year Award Plenty of experts
argue that anyone who wants to develop a skill, play
an instrument, or lead their field should start early,
focus intensely, and rack up as many hours of
deliberate practice as possible. If you dabble or
delay, you'll never catch up to the people who got a
head start. But a closer look at research on the
world's top performers, from professional athletes to
Nobel laureates, shows that early specialization is
the exception, not the rule. David Epstein examined
the world's most successful athletes, artists,
musicians, inventors, forecasters and scientists. He
discovered that in most fields--especially those that
are complex and unpredictable--generalists, not
specialists, are primed to excel. Generalists often
find their path late, and they juggle many interests
rather than focusing on one. They're also more
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creative, more agile, and able to make connections
their more specialized peers can't see. Provocative,
rigorous, and engrossing, Range makes a
compelling case for actively cultivating inefficiency.
Failing a test is the best way to learn. Frequent
quitters end up with the most fulfilling careers. The
most impactful inventors cross domains rather than
deepening their knowledge in a single area. As
experts silo themselves further while computers
master more of the skills once reserved for highly
focused humans, people who think broadly and
embrace diverse experiences and perspectives will
increasingly thrive.
A fully illustrated history of the Land Rover 101 OneTonne - the forward-control military vehicle
developed as a gun tractor for the British Army, in
production from 1975-1978. This essential guide to
these small yet powerful 4 x 4 vehicles covers:
production histories; design and prototypes;
specification guides; the 101 in British military
service between 1975 and 1998; the 101 variants ambulances, Rapier tractors, hard-bodied versions
for electronic warfare and special field conversions;
sales to overseas military authorities and, finally,
advice on buying and owning a 101 today. Of great
interest to Land Rover and military vehicle
enthusiasts, historians and owners' clubs and
illustrated with 207 original colour photographs.
Richard Fischer is a contemporary Karl Blossfeldt An
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art book that presents key themes of nature and
species conservation Publication accompanies
Fischer's large photographic exhibition 2018 in the
US
Designed as a utilitarian vehicle for farmers, the
Land Rover has become an automotive legend- the
best 4 x 4 x far
Why Not? After all, no-one had ever done it before. It
would be one of the longest of all overland journeys
– half way round the world, from the English Channel
to Singapore. They knew that several expeditions
had already tried it. Some had got as far as the
desrts of Persia; a few had even reached the plains
of India. But no one had managed to go on from
there: over the jungle clad mountains of Assam and
across northern Burma to Thailand and Malaya.
Over the last 3,000 miles it seemed there were ‘just
too many rivers and too few roads’. But no-one
really knew … In fact, their problems began much
earlier than that. As mere undergraduates, they had
no money, no cars, nothing. But with a cool audacity,
which was to become characteristic, they set to work
– wheedling and cajoling. First, they coaxed the BBC
to come up with some film for a possible TV series.
They then gently persuaded the manufacturers to
lend them two factory-fresh Land Rovers. A
publisher was even sweet-talked into giving them an
advance on a book. By the time they were ready to
go, their sponsors (more than 80 of them) ranged
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from whiskey distillers to the makers of collapsible
buckets. In late 1955, they set off. Seven months
and 12,000 miles later, two very weary Land Rovers,
escorted by police outriders, rolled into Singapore –
to flash bulbs and champagne. Now, fifty years on,
their book, ‘First Overland’, is republished – with a
foreword by Sir David Attenborough. After all, it was
he who gave them that film.
The British Land Rover 4x4 has grown from 1948 to
become one of the world's leading automotive
brands. Exactly how it all came together back in the
late 1940's and early 50's has been the topic of
interest and debate for many years. This was until
two Australian enthusiasts, Michael Bishop and Alex
Massey quite literally stumbled across senior
member of the original Land Rover development
team, Arthur Goddard living in Brisbane, Australia in
2009. The discovery led to many of the myths and
tales surrounding the early vehicles to be heard as it
happened from Arthur's point of view. Then to a trip
by Arthur to visit his old work place in Solihull and to
the vehicle that he helped bring to life back in 1948.
The book contains both a technical and human side
to this incredible story as well as a great reunion
between Arthur and his old colleague Spen King who
went onto design the Range Rover in the 1960's.
This is truly a unique story from the time of post War
World two Britain to modern day Australia and how
the iconic 4x4 grew up so quickly in the 1950's to
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become the world leader that it is today.
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